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3. Enhance the quality, utility, and
clarity of the information to be
collected; and
4. Minimize the burden of the
collection of information on those who
are to respond, including through the
use of appropriate automated,
electronic, mechanical, or other
technological collection techniques or
other forms of information technology,
e.g., permitting electronic submissions
of responses.
Analysis
Agency: Office for Civil Rights and
Civil Liberties, DHS.
Title: Agency Information Collection
Activities: DHS Civil Rights Compliance
Form.
OMB Number: 1601–NEW.
Frequency: Bi-annually.
Affected Public: Private and Public
Sector.
Number of Respondents: 2220.
Estimated Time Per Respondent: 4
hours.
Total Burden Hours: 8,880 hours.
Dated: December 8, 2016.
Carlene C. Ileto,
Executive Director, Enterprise Business
Management Office.
[FR Doc. 2016–30002 Filed 12–13–16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 9110–9B–P

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
[Docket No. FR–5658–N–02]

Federal Housing Administration (FHA):
Direct Endorsement Program
Timeframe for Conducting PreEndorsement Review
Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Housing—Federal Housing
Commissioner, HUD.
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

Through this document FHA
advises that it is shifting the timeframe
for FHA’s review of loans prior to
endorsement from pre-closing to postclosing. A lender applying for
unconditional Direct Endorsement
authority will therefore submit required
loan files, required in accordance with
HUD regulations, only after closing.
After determining that the mortgage is
acceptable and meets all FHA
requirements, FHA will notify the
lender that the loan has been endorsed.
DATES: Effective Date: January 13, 2017.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Joy
Hadley, Director, Office of Lender
Activities and Program Compliance,
Office of Housing, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, 490
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L’Enfant Plaza East SW., Room P3214,
Washington, DC 20024–8000; telephone
number 202–708–1515 (this is not a tollfree number). Persons with hearing or
speech impairments may access this
number through TTY by calling the tollfree Federal Relay Service at 800–877–
8339.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I. Background
FHA grants lenders unconditional
Direct Endorsement authority to close
loans without prior FHA approval in
accordance with the terms and
conditions of HUD’s regulations in 24
CFR 203.3. Under the Direct
Endorsement program, the lender
underwrites and closes the mortgage
loan without prior FHA review or
approval. Before being granted
unconditional Direct Endorsement
authority, the lender must submit a
specified number of loan files for review
and approval by FHA as described in 24
CFR 203.3(b)(4). The regulations
provide for the review of each loan file
to be conducted by FHA, and the lender
to be notified of the acceptability of the
mortgage, prior to FHA endorsement of
the mortgage for insurance. The Direct
Endorsement program has been
designed to give the lender sufficient
certainty of FHA endorsement
requirements to justify the assumption
of the responsibilities involved in
originating and closing mortgage loans
without prior FHA review.
Currently, FHA generally conducts
this review of the loan files required
under 24 CFR 203.3(b)(4) prior to
closing and, if acceptable, issues a
commitment to the lender at that time.
After closing, the mortgage is then
submitted to FHA for endorsement for
insurance. While this is the general
procedure utilized by lenders seeking
unconditional Direct Endorsement
approval, FHA currently allows lenders
to close the loans before submission for
review. A lender is eligible for
unconditional Direct Endorsement
authority once FHA has reviewed and
found acceptable the requisite number
of loan files, at either pre-closing or preendorsement review, provided that the
lender has met the other requirements
for Direct Endorsement approval under
24 CFR 203.3.
II. Solicitation of Comment on
Timeframe Pre-Endorsement Review
A. March 2013 Notice Soliciting
Comment
On March 21, 2013, at 78 FR 17303,
HUD published in the Federal Register
a notice that solicited comment from
FHA-approved lenders and other
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interested parties on FHA’s
announcement that it was considering
shifting the timeframe for FHA’s review
of loans prior to endorsement from preclosing to post-closing. The notice
specifically sought feedback on whether
the proposed change in review time
would benefit the lender by reducing
the amount of time between loan
origination and closing, and would
result in operational savings of time and
costs associated with approval
timeframes, which FHA recognizes can
be lengthy at times. The notice also
sought feedback on whether the
proposed change in review time would
benefit the borrower; that is, would the
borrower be able to take advantage of
shorter interest rate lock-in periods,
which could help to ensure that the
borrower receives the best interest rate
available at the lowest possible cost to
the borrower.
As provided in the March 21, 2013,
notice, HUD submitted that the
proposed change in review time should
not alter the current quality of review of
the loan file or the quality of the Direct
Endorsement lender approval process.
The notice advised that FHA guidance
issued in accordance with 24 CFR
203.3(b)(2), already requires the lender
to certify that their underwriter(s) have
the qualifications, expertise, and
experience to underwrite mortgage
loans in accordance with FHA
requirements. The notice provided that
given the certification required of
lenders, the shift in the timeframe for
review may in fact result in enhanced
lender accountability; that is, the lender
will place more emphasis on ensuring
that their underwriting staff is
sufficiently trained prior to requesting
Direct Endorsement authority. The
notice further provided that properly
trained underwriters will help to
increase the number of loans that are
found to be acceptable, resulting in an
even higher percentage of loan files that
meet FHA policies and guidelines.
The March 21, 2013, notice also
advised that HUD had analyzed data for
mortgage loans that were submitted for
review during the period beginning
October 1, 2009 through June 30, 2012,
and the data demonstrated that 86.7
percent of all loans reviewed during this
time period, and 90.5 percent of all
loans reviewed year to date in FY 2012,
were found to meet FHA policies and
guidelines and were subsequently
endorsed. The notice further advised
that the lenders entering the Direct
Endorsement review process during the
October 1, 2009 through June 30, 2012
timeframe, 48.6 percent did not receive
an unacceptable rating on any loan
submitted for review, while 28 percent
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of lenders had only one loan rated
unacceptable and 10.9 percent of
lenders had two loans rated
unacceptable, and that overall, 87.4
percent of lenders had two or fewer
loans rated unacceptable. The March 21,
2013, notice provided that when
material violations of FHA policies and
procedures are uncovered during the
loan file review, FHA notifies the lender
that a preliminary assessment, based on
file documentation, indicates that the
loan contains material findings such
that FHA is exposed to an unacceptable
level of risk. FHA will provide the
lender with an opportunity to present
missing information or documentation
to address the review findings and
permit subsequent submission for
endorsement, and as is the current
practice, if the lender is unable to
adequately respond (or fails to respond)
to the material findings, FHA will notify
the lender that the loan is not eligible
for endorsement.
B. Public Comment and HUD’s
Response to the Comment
In response to HUD’s solicitation of
comment, HUD received only one
comment, and the following provides
the issues raised by the commenter and
HUD’s responses.
Comment: The commenter stated that
feedback received from FHA during the
pre-endorsement review is helpful and
enables lenders to adjust their processes
prior to closing loans that may be
ineligible for insurance. The commenter
stated that if the proposal is adopted
lenders applying for Direct Endorsement
authority will be expected to close loan
transactions with no guarantee that their
loans will be insured by FHA when they
are submitted for post-closing, preendorsement review.
HUD Response: FHA guidance issued
in accordance with 24 CFR 203.3(b)(2)
requires lenders to certify that it has on
its permanent staff an underwriter(s)
that has the qualifications, expertise and
experience to underwrite mortgage
loans in accordance with FHA
requirements. (See Handbook 4000.1
Section I.B.3). Further, lenders must
submit loans for review and approval by
FHA as described in 24 CFR 203.3(b)(4),
which are processed in accordance with
§ 203.5 which, in turn, requires
underwriter due diligence be exercised
to the same level of care which the
lender would exercise in obtaining and
verifying information for a loan in
which the lender would be entirely
dependent on the property as security to
protect its investment.
On September 14, 2015, FHA’s Single
Family Housing Policy Handbook went
into effect and FHA implemented a core
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component of its goal to expand access
to mortgage credit. This implementation
consolidated and superseded hundreds
of Mortgagee Letters and Housing
Notices, along with numerous policy
handbooks. Mortgagees and other
stakeholders now benefit from a single
consolidated source and comprehensive
set of policies that support
homeownership for millions of qualified
individuals and families each year. It
also provides mortgagees’ with a clear
and consistent understanding of FHA’s
requirements during the origination,
underwriting, closing and endorsement
process.
FHA provides live and online training
events throughout the year covering
multiple topics regarding FHA Single
Family Housing policies, processes, and
technology to assist lenders in
complying with HUD/FHA’s
requirements. In addition, FHA has
created a series of eight pre-recorded
training webinars covering the policies
that mortgagees use for origination
through FHA insurance endorsement for
Title II forward mortgages. The modules
provide an overview of the policies and
requirements contained in the
Origination through Post-Closing/
Endorsement for Title II Forward
Mortgages section of the Single Family
Housing Policy Handbook 4000.1.
Comment: Under the proposed rule,
lenders would bear considerable new
financial responsibility. The commenter
wrote that bringing lenders attention to
uninsurable loans only after they closed
at considerable expense to the lender
would discourage some FHA lenders
from seeking DE authority and/or force
them to make loans only to the most
credit worthy borrowers. The
commenter cited the 13 percent of all
loans reviewed from October 1, 2009 to
June 30, 2012 which were not in
compliance with FHA policies and
guidelines and were not eligible for
endorsement.
HUD Response: As a part of the postclosing, pre-endorsement program, FHA
will continue to notify the lender that a
preliminary assessment, based on file
documentation, indicates that the loan
contains material findings such that
FHA is exposed to an unacceptable level
of risk. FHA will provide the lender
with an opportunity to present missing
information or documentation to
address the review findings and permit
subsequent submission for
endorsement. As is the current practice,
if the lender is unable to adequately
respond (or fails to respond) to the
material findings, FHA will notify the
lender that the loan is not eligible for
endorsement.
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FHA requires lenders to certify that it
has on its permanent staff an
underwriter(s) that has the
qualifications, expertise and experience
to underwrite mortgage loans in
accordance with FHA requirements. As
stated in March 21, 2013, notice, FHA
continues to believe that given the
certification required of lenders, the
shift in the timeframe for review may in
fact result in enhanced lender
accountability; that is, the lender will
place appropriate emphasis on ensuring
that their underwriting staff is
sufficiently trained prior to requesting
Direct Endorsement authority. Properly
trained underwriters will help to
increase the number of loans that are
found to be acceptable, resulting in an
even higher percentage of loan files that
meet FHA policies and guidelines.
C. Analysis of More Recent Data
Since HUD issued the March 2013
notice, FHA analyzed a new set of data
for the period October 1, 2014 through
June 30, 2016 and found that overall the
acceptability of mortgage loans
submitted for pre-closing review
continued to improve during this period
when compared to the October 1, 2009
through June 30, 2012 data analyzed in
the March 21, 2013, notice. Specifically,
for mortgage loans that were submitted
for review during the period beginning
October 1, 2014 through June 30, 2016,
the data demonstrated that 94.3 percent
of the total cases reviewed were found
to meet HUD/FHA guidelines and were
eligible for endorsement; 87.2 percent of
the eligible cases were endorsed as of
July 25, 2016. In addition, of the lenders
entering the Direct Endorsement review
process during the October 1, 2014
through June 30, 2016 timeframe, 55.5
percent did not receive an unacceptable
rating on any loan submitted for review,
while 33.7 percent of lenders had only
one loan rated unacceptable and 6.4
percent of lenders had two loans rated
unacceptable. Overall, 95.6 percent of
lenders had two or fewer loans rated
unacceptable.
III. New Timeframe for FHA’s Review
of Loans Prior to Endorsement
After consideration of public
comment and further consideration of
this issue, FHA has determined to move
the timeframe for FHA’s review of loans
prior to endorsement from pre-closing to
post-closing. FHA’s Mortgagee Letter
which more fully addresses this issue
can be found at http://portal.hud.gov/
hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=1621ml.pdf.
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Dated: December 1, 2016.
Genger Charles,
General Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Housing.

Background

[FR Doc. 2016–29757 Filed 12–13–16; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4210–67–P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Fish and Wildlife Service
[FWS–HQ–ES–2016–N202; FF09E15000–
FXES111609B0000–178]

John H. Chafee Coastal Barrier
Resources System; Availability of Final
Revised Maps for Louisiana, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands
Fish and Wildlife Service,
Interior.
ACTION: Notice of availability.
AGENCY:

The Coastal Barrier Resources
Act (CBRA) requires the Secretary of the
Interior (Secretary) to review the maps
of the John H. Chafee Coastal Barrier
Resources System (CBRS) at least once
every 5 years and make any minor and
technical modifications to the
boundaries of the CBRS as are necessary
to reflect changes that have occurred in
the size or location of any CBRS unit as
a result of natural forces. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (Service) has
conducted this review and has prepared
final revised maps for 14 CBRS units in
Louisiana, all units in Puerto Rico, and
all units in the U.S. Virgin Islands. The
maps were produced by the Service in
partnership with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and in
consultation with the appropriate
Federal, State, and local officials. This
notice announces the findings of the
Service’s review and the availability of
final revised maps for 121 CBRS units.
The final revised maps for these CBRS
units, dated November 15, 2016, are the
official controlling CBRS maps for these
areas.
DATES: Changes to the CBRS depicted on
the final revised maps, dated November
15, 2016, become effective on December
14, 2016.
ADDRESSES: For information about how
to get copies of the maps or where to go
to view them, see the Availability of
Final Maps and Related Information
section below.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Katie Niemi, Coastal Barriers
Coordinator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Ecological Services Program,
5275 Leesburg Pike, MS: ES, Falls
Church, VA 22041; (703) 358–2071
(telephone); or CBRA@fws.gov (email).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
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Background information on the CBRA
(16 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.) and the CBRS,
as well as information on the digital
conversion effort and the methodology
used to produce the revised maps, can
be found in a notice the Service
published in the Federal Register on
August 29, 2013 (78 FR 53467).
However, there is one deviation from
the methodology described in the 2013
notice. The Service was unable to obtain
aerial imagery to serve as the CBRS base
map for several areas in Puerto Rico that
both meets the standards described in
the 2013 notice (i.e., generally less than
5 years old, 1 meter per pixel resolution
or better, orthorectified, and available
free of charge) and is also free from
cloud cover. In these cases (affecting
eight CBRS maps in Puerto Rico), the
Service substituted 2013 U.S. Geological
Survey 7.5-minute topographic
quadrangles for aerial imagery.
For information on how to access the
final revised maps, see the Availability
of Final Maps and Related Information
section below.
Announced Map Modifications
This notice announces modifications
to the maps for several CBRS units in
Louisiana, all units in Puerto Rico, and
all units in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Most
of the modifications were made to
reflect changes to the CBRS units as a
result of natural forces (e.g., erosion and
accretion). The CBRA requires the
Secretary to review the CBRS maps at
least once every 5 years and make, in
consultation with the appropriate
Federal, State, and local officials, any
minor and technical modifications to
the boundaries of the CBRS as are
necessary to reflect changes that have
occurred in the size or location of any
CBRS unit as a result of natural forces
(16 U.S.C. 3503(c)).
The Service’s review resulted in a set
of 65 final revised maps, dated
November 15, 2016, depicting a total of
121 CBRS units. The set of maps
includes 31 maps for 14 CBRS units
located in Louisiana; 28 maps for 70
CBRS units located in Puerto Rico; and
6 maps for 37 CBRS units located in the
U.S. Virgin Islands. The Service found
that a total of 41 of the 121 units
reviewed had experienced changes in
their size or location as a result of
natural forces since they were last
mapped.
The Service is specifically notifying
the following stakeholders concerning
the availability of the final revised
maps: The Chair and Ranking Member
of the House of Representatives
Committee on Natural Resources; the
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Chair and Ranking Member of the
Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works; the members of the
Senate and House of Representatives for
the affected areas; the Governors of the
affected areas; the local elected officials
of the affected areas; and other
appropriate Federal, State, and local
agency officials.
Consultation With Federal, State, and
Local Officials
The CBRA requires consultation with
the appropriate Federal, State, and local
officials (stakeholders) on the proposed
CBRS boundary modifications to reflect
changes that have occurred in the size
or location of any CBRS unit as a result
of natural forces (16 U.S.C. 3503(c)). The
Service fulfilled this requirement by
holding a 30-day comment period on
the draft maps (dated July 8, 2016) for
Federal, State, and local stakeholders,
from October 11, 2016, through
November 10, 2016. This comment
period was announced in a notice
published in the Federal Register (81
FR 70130) on October 11, 2016.
Formal notification of the comment
period was provided via letters to
approximately 110 stakeholders,
including the Chair and Ranking
Member of the House of Representatives
Committee on Natural Resources; the
Chair and Ranking Member of the
Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works; the members of the
Senate and House of Representatives for
the affected areas; the Governors of the
affected areas; the local elected officials
of the affected areas; and other
appropriate Federal, State, and local
agency officials. No comments were
received during the comment period.
No Changes to Draft Maps
The Service made no changes to the
CBRS boundaries depicted on the draft
maps dated July 8, 2016, as a result of
the fall 2016 comment period (October
11, 2016; 81 FR 70130). The CBRS
boundaries depicted on the final revised
maps, dated November 15, 2016, are
identical to the CBRS boundaries
depicted on the draft revised maps
dated July 8, 2016.
Summary of Modifications to the CBRS
Boundaries
Below is a summary of the changes
depicted on the final revised maps
dated November 15, 2016.
Louisiana
The Service’s review found 6 of the 14
CBRS units in Louisiana that are
included in this review (Units LA–03P,
LA–04P, LA–05P, LA–07, LA–08P, LA–
09, LA–10, S01, S01A, S02, S08, S09,
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